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How to use this
guide
1. Avoid Common Errors when registering on
DfE ECF Portal
Most of the portal is self explanatory but there are
several common errors which can cause delays
and frustration.
This guide will help schools avoid common errors
and register quickly and correctly.
2. Troubleshooting- when something hasn’t
worked
Here we list common problems and their
solutions- often a school action on the DfE portal.

Part 1:

Getting on the DfE portal and what to do
If you’re not on the portal yet, use this link:
https://manage-training-for-early-career-teachers.education.gov.uk/
Or search for “manage training for Early Career Teachers”
The DfE’s step by step guidance explains what you need to do: https://managetraining-for-early-career-teachers.education.gov.uk/how-to-set-up-yourprogramme

This guide is to be used alongside the instructions, to highlight common errors
and tell you how to avoid them as you work your way through the portal.
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First set up both
“Induction Tutor”
and “ECF Lead”
On the DfE portal the Induction
Tutor is the school leader who logs
in to the portal, registers everyone
and takes responsibility for that
data being accurate and up to date.
For Teach First the ECF Lead is the
school leader who oversees the
ECF in school and is responsible
for data accuracy on the portal and
programme members’ engagement
in the ECF.

➢ Induction Tutor and ECF Lead
are most likely the same person
➢ You need to tell Teach First who
your school’s ECF Lead is,
along with their email address

➢ The DfE do not pass on that
information- if you don’t tell us,
Teach First both won’t know
who you are
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Reject any
previous
providers
If you previously worked
with another ECF
provider, you will need
to change when
prompted here:
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Does the DfE
know your
school will be
working with
Teach First?
The DfE won’t let us register
you unless they know in
advance.

➢

If you have not worked with this
Delivery Partner, or Teach First, for
ECF before:

➢

Tell your chosen Delivery Partner
your school name, URN, ECF Lead
details (and the names of ECTs and
mentors if you can).

➢

Your Delivery Partner will make
sure the DfE knows who you plan to
work with.

It’s quick and easy but you
need to tell us to do it
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Getting Mentors Registered
• If you know the mentors’ details but not ECTs’ yet, go ahead and register the mentors first- this
is actually ideal as the DfE will take a little time to validate the mentors’ details

• Add the mentors’ TRN when prompted or ASAP- leaving this till later will case delays and you
and your colleagues getting chased for it at busy times of year
• Follow DfE instructions if the mentor is already a mentor at a different school
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TRN (Teacher Reference Number) problems
are common but easy to solve here:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/teacher-reference-number-trn
If a teacher doesn’t know their TRN they should use this site to get a
reminder
If a teacher has changed their name since their TRN was issued, they must
update the DfE with their new name themselves ASAP, and let you know
when it’s done
Sometimes a qualified teacher has no TRN- they can easily get one issued
The DfE tend to respond to these requests very quickly
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Register ECTs
As soon as you know who
they are, register your ECTs
Are they brand new teachers
starting ECT1, or have they
already started ECF
elsewhere and are joining
you mid programme?
Choose correctly on this
screen:
If an ECT should have been registered at your school in one of the
2021-22 cohorts, but wasn’t for any reason, contact your Delivery
Partner who will work with Teach First to help you
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You must link each ECT and mentor
pair
It is vital that you link each ECT to their mentor, on the portal.
Register your mentors on the portal, log out, give DfE some time
to validate the mentor, log back in and LINK the validated
mentors to their ECTs.
Schools not linking ECTs and mentors was the most common
cause of ECF registration problems in 2021/22!
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Typos and errors in email addresses
will cause registrations to fail
You cannot register a programme member without
an accurate email address. Induction Tutors should
double (triple!) check these at the time of entering.
If you think you registered an ECT or mentor but
they don’t hear from Teach First, please check their
email address on DfE portal first.
Errors in email addresses was the 2nd most common
registration problem in 2021-22
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Part 2:

…for when you have already
registered but something isn’t right.

I am the Induction Tutor/ ECF Lead
but I don’t get any emails, platform
access or invitations to events
Tell your Delivery Partner that you are the ECF Lead at your school
They will check if you are registered as ECF Lead with Teach First
The DfE do not give anyone any Induction Tutor/ ECF Lead details
so you need to tell your Delivery Partner who you are
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The new ECT/ mentor that I
registered hasn’t received any logins
for My Teach First or BrightSpace
• Tell them to check Junk/Spam for a validation email from My Teach
First
• Check their email address is correct on DfE Portal
• Did you register them with a personal email or their old email
address? Are they checking the right email account?
• The Induction Tutor can correct or update their email address on
the DfE portal
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The ECTs got their logins, but the
mentors didn’t get anything
Make sure the mentor’s email addresses are correct on the
portal
Make sure the ECT and mentor pairs are linked on the
portal- this is the only way a mentor is recognised and
registered
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The ECT/ mentor has changed their
name since they got their TRN. The
DfE won’t validate them
For any name change the teacher must notify the DfE
themselves and get their TRN data updated with their new
name.

It’s usually very quick and easy to do here:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/teacher-reference-number-trn
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ECT/ mentor isn’t getting any logins
or emails but all the others that I
registered at the same time are
• Check that the correct email address is entered for them on the DfE
portal
• Ask what email account they are checking e.g. they were registered
with their personal email but they are checking school email
account
• The validation email is in Junk or Spam- they should find it and
mark ‘not Spam’
• If it is a mentor- are they correctly linked to ECT(s) on the portal?
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I have registered correctly but Teach
First say they don’t have any of my
school’s data
Your school may not be ‘claimed’ by Teach First yet. Did you tell
your Delivery Partner in advance that you were going to sign up
with them for ECF?
To rectify- send your school name and URN to your Delivery
Partner to be claimed. Sometimes the data you have entered will
then be passed on and you might not have to enter it again.
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There’s an ECT in my school who
started in April 2022 but isn’t
registered yet- can they still join the
April starter cohort?
Contact your Delivery Partner by email and explain.
Include ECT name, mentor name, ECF Lead name and your URN to
speed things up.
Depending on how late in the year is, they may be able to be added to the
April cohort.
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An ECT1 is leaving my school at
Summer and going to a different
school for their ECT2 year. What do I
need to do?
• The new school need to register them correctly on their DfE Portal
• You should tell your Delivery Partner
• You should also inform your Appropriate Body that an ECT1 is
moving
• It’s best practice to also inform the DfE by email- continuingprofessional-development@digital.education.gov.uk
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